Real-time insight for effective
production planning

Challenges
Are you missing planning capabilities in Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations and considering,
or using external planning tools?

Enhance your Microsoft Dynamics 365
AXtension® Visual Planning for Production shows you precisely when orders are scheduled and
how they influence confirmed orders or project activities. Rescheduling or optimizing the
production of specific products becomes a piece of cake.

Save time
See when orders are scheduled and how they influence confirmed orders or
project activities. Immediately see the impact on clustered items and reschedule
automatically based on progress. As a result, you will significantly reduce the time
needed to process day-to-day planning challenges.

Save money
Significantly reduce under or over utilization and increase your resource efficiency
by visualizing resource availability by period for both planned production orders
and production orders. This allows you to make the best strategic decisions and
reduce costs accordingly.

Only the best
Intuitive drilldown capabilities in combination with real time planning capabilities
help you to make the best production plans. Everyone in the organization is able to
see and understand the status of orders. Put the planner back in control after MRP
has done its job according to your desired logic and make your planner go the extra
mile.

Fun to work with
Best web based Gantt available for Microsoft Dynamics 365, intuitively designed
for you. Configure filters based on your specific needs. Rescheduling or optimizing
the production plan becomes a piece of cake.

How can you benefit
See how you can reach the full potential of enhancing your Microsoft Dynamics 365 apps with
AXtension® Visual Planning for Production.
•

Multi select tasks for quick linking | When selecting multiple operations
across WBS structures, you can link these tasks without conflicts. This 		
allows even quicker creation of links for large project structures.

•

Capacity overview | Capacity demand vs. Available capacity in desired 		
timeframes & buckets.

•

Master planning & Forecast | Validate the impact of planned production 		
orders before firming.

•

BOM & Formula requirements | Show the availability of materials on 		
production operation or job.

•

Scheduling based on progress | All operations or jobs that have progress
posted can be scheduled forward from now, based on the remaining time
needed to complete the operation.

•

Production clusters | Production jobs and operations can be clustered to
optimize scheduling them as a group.

•

Scheduling Operations/Jobs | Jobs and Operations can be selected in the
desired sequence and connected to one another. Previous and next operations can be easily connected back to the selected operation.
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